One notable aspect of Breaking Bad's first season is the extent to which many of its most pivotal and engaging scenes revolve around characters facing situations in which they risk humiliating or shameful exposure. The pilot episode ('Breaking Bad', 1.1) introduces both Walt and Jesse through vulnerable moments of possible discovery and exposure by the police: first Walt in the opening sequence in the desert, later Jesse in the second act meth lab raid. Through cumulative instances of Walt's diminishment, the pilot's first act positions Walt within his dissatisfying inhabitation of ordinary life, from his breakfast with family through his day teaching high school and washing cars to his surprise birthday party, at which he is set against the more confident self-command of his DEA agent brother-in-law Hank (Dean Norris). A trajectory of decline is also traced by Jesse's shameful return to his family home in episode four ('Cancer Man', 1.4). Jesse's unexpected and somewhat unwelcome visit reveals, in his promising childhood drawings, a past of diligent application; he tries to recover this quality of character in episode five ('Gray Matter', 1.5) through his self-guided attempts to meet Walt's standard of cooking meth. In the same episode, the resentments of being surpassed and the humiliations of charity motivate Walt to reject free healthcare from a former colleague, and to affirm a sense of his dignified selfreliance by resuming his meth enterprise with Jesse.
The aim of this first chapter is to show how it is in the handling of humiliation and shame as dramatic material that Breaking Bad finds a solution to the problem that all first seasons of a television serial face: how to build, from a basis of character, space, and conflict, a dramatic structure that can attract viewers and also support ongoing growth and involvement. 1 What the first five episodes are seen to tap for the basis of a serialised drama is how the resentments and ambitions engendered by experiences of humiliation and shame can form deep reservoirs of potential psychological energy that can be drawn on as a renewable catalyst or propellant of human action. Such an aspect of psychology is important to practitioners of serial television as an ongoing form of drama, who must look for ways of sustaining viewer interest in the fiction against the threat of crucial narrative dynamics being exhausted or becoming stale. The first five episodes of Breaking Bad address this need by handling humiliation and shame, and their attendant resentments, so that they play a catalysing role in the series' drama that is not only suggested to be renewable, but that is also transformative of characters in terms of their identity and of their relationships to the world they inhabit.
Exposure and concealment
The opening sequence of the pilot episode provides a model for one of the central characteristics of Breaking Bad, plunging us into an extreme dramatic situation of mortal risk, handled so our involvement is above all keyed to the pressing threat of humiliating, shameful exposure, and the desperate need to be rescued from it. Walt, dressed only in underwear and a gasmask, flees along a desert road at the wheel of an RV, a man unconscious in the passenger seat beside him, and two other men sliding around in the back. (In a small but important detail, the passenger wears a gasmask, while the clearly more imperilled men in the back do not.) Walt crashes the vehicle off the road, and emerges to the sound of wailing sirens -surely the police closing in. Walt panics, but then controls himself enough to dress in a shirt and videotape a message to his family, after which he draws a pistol and strides out into the middle of the road. He aims his weapon and waits to suicidally confront the police. The scene ends, and we then witness for the first time the series' title sequence.
There are some aspects of the opening sequence's design that provide a crucial basis for our involvement in the drama and so are worth observing from the outset. Breaking Bad has been noted for its narrative complexity, sometimes highlighting its use of the 'cold open', which is inaugurated here. 2 Yet what actually happens is quite straightforward. Importantly, the events are extreme in such a way that, despite the cold open narrative technique withholding an orienting story context, there is a strong sense of dramatic clarity. This is partly achieved by integrating two generic forms -the crime drama and the Western -through which the scene quickly attunes us to a familiar set of dramatic stakes: fear of capture, and death, and in the face of these fears the wish to
